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The Study of Mathematics. Iwamizawa Branch, Hokkaido Gakugei University

-^1rHf^- : (fil@t<^t!i1(c:W% Eucliclean Connection ^oi'-C

§ 0. Introduction.
If an m-dimensional subspace in an %-dimensional space is given in the parameter
forms :
(O.l) :v'=z-f(ua'), i=l,2,---,n, H=l,2,---,m,

then the area of a domain D on the subspace is defined by the integral

(0.2) ^ F(.z-i,-^)<u',...,u-"),
where F is the a priori given function. Such space is called an areal space and the
theory was treated at first by A. KAWAUUCIH and S. HOKARE C<S]1), and its geometry has
been discussed by several writers C^3—C/S3. In the space, the difficulty is that, even a
value of a function depending on the plane elements^)"-''"' is fixed but the values of the
partial derivatives by p!l •'"' are not fixed, because the plane elements p1'-1"' are not
independent and there are Pliiker's identities among them, i. e. ptl'-l'"p-i>:l--""=0. In this

view there are two ways to study the theory ; one of them is to substitute the partial
.derivatives by pl'-im for the intrinsic derivatives C/23, C/.3J and the other is to use the
mutually independent parameters p1^ in place of pli •••'"' C/43—C/ 7~}. We adopt the first
way in the present paper.
The theoi-ys of connection were descused by. the previous writers, in the main, in the
case of the submetric class. In the present paper we discuss the Enclidean connection
in general type, not submetric class, according to the Finsler and Cartan spaces C/3—C^^l
with m = 2. In an areal space, one of the most important problems is to determine the
metric bitensor gij, i,;. CS3, C9.), C.//^1 and other one is the connection parameters U0~],
C/2J, r/4j, in the present paper we discuss too these problems in another way. The
relations of the fundamental functions to the intrinsic derivative are expressed in §2, §3.
In §4 the connection parameters C and the base connection are determined as the method
in the Finsler and Cartan spaces C/^l—C33- The ralations between the covariant derivatives
1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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of a tensor and the curvature tensors of the space are discussed in §5 and §6.

§ 1. Fundamental equations.
We confine ourselves to the case that the dimension of the subspace is two, i. e. m = 2,
in (0. /). From the theory of integral invariant the fundamental function F can be
rewritten into a function F depending on only the variables. xl and p'-1, where pl}=
9.1' '9x}

2^' -, mi and must be a P-scalar density of weight —/, and positively homogeneous
degree one in p,lj U, i. e.
./I ^1.1\ ( 3(lt tl ) \~ T? f ..I. _il\ ^F .,(, ori ^F ..,;.,.

F^-, p/i-") =(^^-) ' F^ P'-'^ y=2F' -3p^P"=°'
and the function L^-^-F2 is a P-scalar densty of weight —2, and homogeneous of degree
two in pij, i. e.

i^nU-4?- 92L
(2. l, -^Pl]=4L,
^^^y=8L.
w3p'J=^ •wj^pk
It is evident that the bivector ptj is simple and a relative P-scalar of weight -/. and
Pliicker s identities hold good, i. e.
(I. 2) pw^pWpW^pUpki ^p^p'.i+pi'p^^O.
We show at first a frequently useful theorem in the present paper.
Theorem Cl. 1~). If Aij is skezu-symmetry zuith respect to i and j, i.e. A(U)=O, then
zue have

A^p» = ^A^p?^.
Proof : From (/. 2) we have following relations proving the Theorem,

,i<«r>je — j'_r A __ ,1 ^7^'U•.,^J•P __•_/( ^,ii<»,iJ0 _7ltf3n.)'»>^ __^/1 nUnttf'

luP'~P~"' == ~2-lyji.» — yijtjp~"iy"=^^iAP~'~P'"'~P'"P''~} =^~z^'tjI}'''P""-

The transversal bivector Gtj^-^-L~' CLia Lwpa!s )2) is simple and its components satisfy
the relation Gijpls=4L, and in virtue of Theorem C/,0 we have the relations
( 1 • -5) 5G((/?t,(3 = G^G;:,. + G^G,j 4- G nG ^ == 0,

(1. 4 ) G^y = ^G^p^) =.- 2Lp^.
§ 2. The intrinsic derivatives by P13,
Let us consider a function W(.x,p) being homogeneous degree p in pu and weight ff.
The variables^)'-' are not independent of each other and there are relations (/.2) and
1) See (.111, p. IH.

2) See [^/3, p 32.
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p('-1>=0 among them, consequently, even if the functional value of W(^x,p~) is fixed the
functional forms are indeterminate, so the partial derivatives of W(^x,p~) by p'1 have not
fixed value, but as usual the theory of the Finsler and Cartan spaces1-', we can easily see

Theorem C2.13. The partial derivatives of F7(:v,6) by p'J are P-scalar density of
lueight a +1 and positively homogeneous of degree p—1 in p'j, and is a covariant
tensor degree tivo under coordinate transformations.
' In order to determine the values of partial derivatives of W{x,p~) by p, A. KAWAGUCHI
introduced the intrinsic derivatives'1), in the sign ; , operating W(^ x,p~) in the form
.. ^ 1 QJJ7 ^ ^,, _ pW

W"^T ~^GWP11' ~ '^L~GIP
among them there are relatios
(2.2) r;,,/^ = 2,or, ^;wG,,, - o.
It must be noticed that, even if any two functions W(^p) and W (.p ) have a same
value in the manifold of Grassmann, i,e. W=W/ (mod C;)31, their partial derivatives by
p'-i do not always have the same value, but their intrinsic derivatives have a same value
in the manifold of Grassmann, i. e. W',ij=W/',ij (^mod Gz).

L and Gij are P-scalar densities of weight —2 and —/ and positively homogeneous of
degree 2 and / respectivly, from Theorem L'2. 1~] we have

Theorem C2.2D. Let W^x,p) be a P-scalar density of iveight a and positively
homogeneous of degree p in p, then W;u is a covariant bivector of lueight o+l and
positively homogeneous of degree p—1 in p and the quantities W;is are independent

of the functional forms of W and uniquely determined from any functional form
of W.
In order to seek the characters of the intrinsic derivatives, let V(^x,p~) be any function
of positively homogeneous of degree r in p, then the function W- V is positively
homogeneous of degree p+T in p, (2. /) leads us to (T7- Vy,tj=W;i., • V+W- V;u, and we
have

Theorem C2.33. T^e intrinsic derivatives of outer and inner. imtlliplication of
tensors and functions obeys the same rides as in ordinary differentiation.
The bivector W;ij is skew-symmetry with respect to the indices i and j, from Theorem
C/./J and the first equation of (2.2) we have

(2. 3) fT/WVIt =^fF;^YIt==,o^pw,

2

moreover (/. 4~) and (2. J) lead us to
(2.4) ^;;^°if)=9r/9p"t.palp.
Differentiating the identity 3p(["Tpw =0 and multiplying by Gja- successively and
1) See C/K33.
2) See C?8]> P 77.
3) See W}, p 77, Theorem [S. 7].
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summing with respect to the index j, we have Gjap!"TdplJ=2Gj^'"-' dp\a-i~>-4Ldpi't-2G]a-

•dpi"Tp13, putting this equation in the first term of right-hand side of following relation
W\,]dpls = (^L-1 •'3WI'3pip-G^p<"r - pW12L-G,)~)clplJ, from (2. /) ^ and (2.2) after simple
calculations we have
(2. 5) Wr;,jdplJ = 3 ]fr/'dpi3.dp'1.
The last equation means that, in the general case, we can not conclude the relations
W,,j='3WI'3p!-i but the differential d W of F7 is given by
(2. 6 ) d W --= 3 r/az-i.&i + ^- r;,jdpy.

2

The relations (2. 5) and (2. 6) were finded by A. KAWAOUOHI and K. TANUAI in another
way1).

§ 3. The derivatives of fundamental functions.
In this Chapter we shall show the relations between the fundamental functions and
their intrinsic derivatives. At first considering the relation 9p'j/'9pl"T = 8' n^ + S'yO'p2) and
(2 ./) we have

(3. 7 ) P^;,, = L-\2S^G,^ - ^p!3G,,Y\
From the definition of G,i and Theorem L/./J we have the relations Gji ?'•''= ^ L~^ Lja,
•Lipla'fllk' =L)ct.plta, where li-i=p'JF -I, and L is homogeneous of degree two in P, consequently
we have L',ij = Gij, i. e.

Theorem C3.1~L L;,} is the transversal bivector Gij.
From Theorem C-3- /3 sinc L;/j is homogeneous of degree one in p, we have
(5- 2) L;,j;ki --= —-g-^-'(G'^G^,+^,(.,),

where : X;,,,,=2G,^G^p<"r, G,,,,,,=3G,,/ap1'",
From the epuation (G,.,,».,,G ; + Gij, ,Gki,~)p"- = (Gk,,,»G,/) + G/,;, jGn,)p"'' explained by A.

KAwAancHiO and the definition of Xi.j,i.-i we have
L>.);/t;—-"•t.l.flj — —-"•J/'l.-l. — ~-"•Ijflk^

consequently, from (3, 2~) we have
-U'kl~^t'l-"Wt}=: ~L"'jl'Kl=^ ~L"lJ''k'

From Theorem F2. 23 and C5. 43 we have
Theorem C3.2^1 L;i.j;i.:i is a symmetric bitensor of iveight zero and degree of zero in
1) See [-?6] p 51.
2) See C^3 P /''?•

3) See C/2) p 78.
4) See C/7] p 3.5.
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p, i. e, intrinsic.
However, we can not conclude the relations L\i,,;i,-i = gfj,i,; where gti,i,-i is metric bitensoi-D,

because, from the second equation of (2.2) the relations L;ij',ti,-i G ,-1 =0 hold good but
g*ij,i:i,'i Gr,t may not be equal to zero. We shall compute later on the difference between
them. At first (/. 3) may be deformed in the form
(3.5) 2G,^G^,==Gi,G,,,j,

multiplyng both sides of (3. 5) by pjk and contracting the indices j and k we have
(3.6) G,,G,,p'k=2LG,.
Because of (2.4), equations (2./) reduce to

(3. 7) ^ip,^ppT = £^,, + ^WG,,
Taking the intrinsic derivatives of both sides of (J. 7) and considering (3.1), (-3.5),

(3.6) and (J.7) we have
C fr\.wG.i^,plw = (^; '^, + LJF;,^, + A ^( W;,,G;, + )FG,,,-,,) - ^,,; ppW"^,
= J^G,, +LJF;,,;,, + ^KW/;,,G,,+JFG;,,;,,-) -2!F;^G^,
from the above equations and (3.4) we have

(3. 8) ?F;.,,,- r^,,=£-li C^.pG^),'.,/^ + -^^-2)^,,G,,S
-cycl (ik), Ul)=L-l[J1^;,,,G^+ W^G;^;,,}^
+^f,-2)^,G,,}-c.ycl W, Ul),
where the sign cycl (?"&), ('/O means the terms which given, by to exchange ;' for /; and
j for I in the all of former terms.
On the other hand from (2. 4), considering the definition of the intrinsic derivatives

we have W;w,p'"T+ W-,ipp^-,=L-^-y^^p^pp->- G,wpaP -^pW;wpe'TG'--' ^multiplying
both sides of this equation by Gjs and summing with a and taking the symmetric part
with respect to ; and j, and considering (3./), (J.5), (.3.6') and (3.7), after some
calculations we have
12

^^G^pl'a+2W;^G^-cycl W, (jl)= ^[-Qp^-^w G^G^ppvpap

+2L g^Gno +^1-^L^+^G^C,, }-cycl (»/0, O-Z),
that is W\u^,, G^pr'r - cycl (^), Ul~) = \ (/ -p^W-.ijGu.-cycl W), O'Z), putting the
last relation in the first term of right-hand side of (J. S) we have finally the relations
1) See [H], p 35, (3.16). g?<,i.( means g;.w in [ll].
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of the commutation of the intrinsic derivatives with W

(5.9) r;,,;,,, - r;,,;,,=L-1 [ ir^G;^;, p<-s -^W^G,, \ -cyci w, (70.
Hence

we

have

'

Theorem C3.3~). The intrinsic derivative is not comimdative in general.
However, if the both sides of (3. 9) be multipled by p1-1 and contracted with ;' and j,
because of (2. 3~) and (3.7), the right-hand side of the member vaniches, and from
Theorem C2. 23 we have

(3. JO) Jf7;w,pu= W;^pl-i=2(p -1)W;,,,
The metric bitensor gfr,Ki may be represented by our notations in the form.
(3. 11) gf^,= - ^-L-\2G,,G,, + Ay,,, - /1,,,,;),
where, • A,^2G,^^G,^ps'apae.
Even Aij,,,,. satisfis the same relations as Xij.ki, i. e.
ilj'l,-l— /17.'f(.)— —"-.ll'kl. — —"-ij'lk.f

we must not conclude that Aij,t.i= -X!),M- Because, from (5.2) and (3.//) we have
(3. 13) gtj^i —~L',i}\ki == ^ ^-l(^f.,'itf + ^i.r'fi)'

and the left-hand sides of (J. /3) do not vanich.
From the definitions of Zy,n and Ai.w, and the relations Gip.^pr0 p'^ Gjappa we have
(3.74) A^,p"=-^,p",
consequently, (3. 13) leads us to
(3. 25) gt^,Ptt=L,w,p"From 13.2') and (3.//), A.w and Xi^.,. may be solved in the form
(3.16) Ay,,,= - (GyG,,. + 2LL;i^,~), A,j,,,^4Lgt^, -2LL;,^+ G,jG^.
From Theorem CJ. 23, and (3. /5) we have
Theorem C3.4D. 7'^e symmetric bitensor L;iw. is not equal to the meiric bitensor
gfj.ri, but tos may adopt L;u;ki. for metric bitensor in place gtj,ti.
From Theorem ^3. 43 we shall take L;:J',KI for metric bitensor and note gu.m i. e.
•>WI.= gtj'kl:

as the Finsler space, in the following theory.
Taking the intrinsic derivative of both sides of the relations L;i)MpK'=2Gij with up, we
have L,tw^PK'=2Gu,^-Lv^pkl-,»p, from (J./) and (3.2) the right-hand sides of
the last equations vanish, consequently from (J. /7) we have same relations which were
__ (, -_
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obtainde by A. KAWAUirom1)
(3.7S) g^,^Pk'=g^^pk'--0.

§ 4. The Euclidean connection.
We introduce an absolute derivation DXI} for a mixed tensol X'j being homogeneous
of degree zero in p, i and j being contravariant and covariant components respectivly, in
the equations

(4.1) .DXl,=d^+W,,dx''+C^,dpk')X?,-(r^dv''+Cf,,dpkl)X'^
where the two sets of functions F and C are subjected to such conditions as are required
to ensure that they determine an Euclidean connection, when gij,Ki is supposed just as the
metric tensor in the Finsler and Cartan spaces2).
At first 'our purposes are to determine the connection parameters F and C. The
Euclidean connection is expressed by the condition Dgu,Ki=0 in the sense of (4.1^, from
(2. 6) the condition may be written in the following two equations
(4.2) a»g'w?. = r^gxs,K,. + r.^giM.i + r^gi.w + ^gw-^
gtpKl>isp= -^{.^t apg\J>lcl + ^3 sllgtxikl. + ^t aisgijs\l + ^l angt]'li.\)-

In the Finsler and Cartan spaces3', in order to determine the connection parameters Cij/i,
we supposed the condition Cysv' =0. If our space is metric class, i. e. gu,ki= gikgji— giigjK,

the condition may be written in the form Cco-^ap =0, then the following relations hold
good
(4. 4) Ct\pg^,^i + C^^g,^,= C^ apgtj,xi. + C^isgtj,^.
In this standpoint, in our general type, in order to determine C/up tve can suppose that

the relations ^4.4') are satisfied too, then (4.3) may be written in the form
(4.5)' , g'i],ki.',ais'=4'^Ci\pg^,i,,.+C^angi^,^.

Multiplying both sides of {4. 5) by g"'/kl and contractiog /; and /, from the relations
gw,.g"'Kl= 2Sl"j we have

(4. 6) g,,,.,;^'7'" = 8( C,"^ - C,"^ + C,"^f - C/'^'i ),
putting j =q and i==p in the both sides of (^. 6) and contracting same indices respectively,
we have

(4. 7) g,^,;^.^Si (n -2)C^4-r5^,'^j,
(4. 8) -Z6(n-2)C^g=gy,,,,;^u.<:(.
From' (4. 7) and (^.8) we can determine the connection parameters C
1) See C-?S], P 17 (S-7').
2) See [1^—W.
3) See C/3-C3].
7—
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(4. 9) C^, -- ("-2)-C^,;^"-'.- -^n-lY^g^,^^1').
If our space is metric class, i. e. glj-kl = g"-g-il-gi!g-"-^ then (^.9) is reduced in Ci''fsa

= l.gtic,»e g'"', this relations are satisfied in the Finsler and Cartan spaces too1), so we have

Theorem C4.11 If our space is the Finsler or Carton space, Cill»e coincid the
connection parameters of these spaces.
Sinc the metric bitensor gijM is homogeneous of degree zero in p, i.e. gij,ki',ai.epa's =0,

consequently we have the expectant relations which are satisfied in the Finsler and Cartan
spaces, i. e.

(4.10) C^,pttp=0.
Putting Aif's.s~=FCi<'a,fs, from (^.9) Ci('a-.s is homoganeoLis degree—/ in p, then Ai"up is

intrinsic tensor, consequently we may use the .Aip»is as connection parameters for the
Cipff,p. Multiplying both sides of (4.6) by p'J and contracting ;' and j, from (J./S) the
left-hand, side of the member vanich, consequently we have

(4. 11-) A^l"'+A^!=0.
which were introduced by A, KAWAUUCHI and S. H()KAK(2) in the submetric clas?.
We shall define the unitary bivectors lt] and lij in the relations
(4. 72) ^=GyF-1, ltJ=pl-'F-\
then there are relations among them
(4.13) g,,,,,li^'=4, g,,,^=2l,,, 1,^=2.
From (.4. 10) we have Cil'a,R dpa!'li =A,"n'.p dlttp , and (^./) rewrite in the equations

(4. 14-) DX\^dXl,+W,X^,-r^Xi^dv''+^A,,,X't,-Af,,X'^dlkl.
Substituting ll} for X'\, in {4.14) and considering (^.//) we can determine the base
connection, i. e.

(4.75) Dlu=cUIJ+r,^vw, where : r^^r.^'+T^l^.
Because of (4. /5) equations {4. 14) reduce to

(4. 76) DXt,=dXI,+W,X?j-Pf^')dxil+^^,X^-A^,XI,)Dlkl,
where : IJ^r^-Af^F^.
Let us introduce a condition that F/'t are symmetric in their subscripts that is

(4. 77) H\=r/r
If both sides of (^.2) be multiplied by gi'3'1''1 and summed for j, k and / we obtain
1) See W-W.
2) See [S].
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(4. is) a«,^,,^-" -2(»-2)z7,+2r,V? +2r.A^,,.<^'<';.
Putting p=i and contracting for i, we have

(4.79) r/^=^n-l~)-^g^,^',
consequently, from (^./S) we have
(4. 20) r^.. =- \ (n - 2)-' ja»,^,,,,,^.i'' - ^ (/»- 7)-la^,,,,,,^".'"/(>
-2F^g,^,g^'}.
From (4. 17) and (4.20) we must express the parameters F by fundamental functions
and those derivatives, but these calculations seem to be complicated as in the submetric
classl\

§ 5. The covariant derivatives of a tensor.
We shall express the absolute derivation of X'j by the covariant derivatives of A"'.;.
Since X1) is homogeneous of degree zero in p, from (2.5) and (4./6) if the covariant
derivatives of the tensor X'j, in sense of the connection, are expressed by

(5.7). x^^xi,+r^x^- r^xl,,-^xl^r^=w,+r^x'>,
; _ p:lf \rl _ yi. f.iA JPIJ.

J ?"- P—zl .I'Aii-1 n ic" ;

(5.2) Xiw^Xi,.,p+A,li^-A^X,, where : Xi,.^FX1^,
then {4. ,6) is rewritten in
(5. 3) DZ',= X'^ dx? + X'^Dl^.
Substituting g-o',1., in (5. J), we have identical equations gtj.rw.dx" + g/j,wa'nDla11 =0,

since dx°" and Dl?s may take mutually independently any values, those coefficients are
equal to zero, that is
C5' 4) gt.W,»=0, . gU,^.||a.,S^O,

these equations are obtained too, from (4. 2) and (4.3).
We shall seek the covariant derivatives of unitary bivector /'•' and lij. From the last
equations of (4./J) we obtain the relations lijDl'3JrDlt.illj=0, and the second equations
of (4./J) tell us gij.tiDl1''' =2Dl/,i, cosequently we have
(5.5) l^,Dll-=0, Dl^l3=0.
The absolute derivations of /'•' are expressed by those covariant derivatives

(5.6) DrJ=vJ^xa+rJ^i^,
1) See W, p 319, [/S], p 83.
9 _
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for reasons already stated in (5. 4), we have

(5. 7) l'^=0.
From (4. //) and the definition (5. 2) we have

(5. S) . l'^, =^.^ =^F(p^-')^ ^-J7/.^+7y.'F(^-l)^i
=-^(.p'J^-PUF-lF;^,

(3. 2) and (4.,2) lead us
(5. 9) G,,=L^==(F"-/2y^=FF;^
i. e. F',»fl =l»n, consequently, from (3./) and. (^5. 8) we have

(5. 70) 1^^ = ^ l'^= 2S^l^ - /'^,p.
In order to express (5. 7) in another form, we must adopt the following calculations ;
from ^4.11') and the definitions Fu'-'n; and ry» we have
.c; 77^1 r'f.U _ fi.r whprp • /~v.' ^-r'*' /p.f -4- r-i-' ./'p.
On-.—•'11^ a vvii^x^. , ± s »'=-1 pa" T i p u" •

From (5.,) and C5. //), \5. 7) are rewitten in form S^'.'+Fo'^ --^i-';^ FoA^ = 0,
because of C5./0) this relation reduces to

(5.72) W=-r^i'"V],
from (-4. ,2) we have

(5. 13) ^F=Fr^'"i^.
The first relation of (5. ^> and (5.7) lead us /,.,;«= 0, i. e. 9J;.f - ^rr«lp., + ry^l.p')
-IU-^.T"^?II'"-=O, because of relations li^.j^ = Gix;ju. - li\l^ we have finally

(5. 74) 8Jy= Wp, + rr^ip + (g,^,. - i,j^W§ 6. The Curvature tensors.
We shall seek the curvature tensors by an exchange of covariant derivatives as in the
usual way. In order to effect the purpose we requier many troublesome calculations ; we
shall show those calculations by reduced expressions.
Let X be a function being homogeneous of degree zero in p, from (2./) and (4.12)
we have X;^ = 2—^^- l^l1", consequently considering (5. 13) after some calculations
we obtain

az
QpW

(6. i) a,j.,^ - (a^Y).,, = 2F^^9,^^T.
From (.5.9) we bave X.an.ys =lyaX.»D+FZX;ap;y&, because of (3.9) the last equations .give

10
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(6.2) X.^-X.^^2X.^g^,,slp'r-cycl («?-), (/9o).
Let Xi. be a covariant vector being homogeneous of degree zero in p, since X.ap is a
covariant tensor/from (,6.2) it is evident that
A l.a.ftiyS — ^ t.->'5;|niP == ^ l.ca'pl gl3]cr'ySP'"r ~ {^;p)'5-^-p.aiP + ^i»p -yS^f.pS

+A/^X,.,,}-eycl («?•), (/3<5).
From definition (5. 2) and (6. 3~) we have
'• 4) XI.HSPWS ~ /YtUy5|;(t0 = -^-p C—'-^-^>paP.Y5~^i<Tn'.0^(TP->'S+^itAY8^(PAP

+ /tff yS^lpa:\ ~ ",y(A rpP/Lpv8 + ^i.a'.p^S\S — /X-.ra'p) §'P1<r>-y5^p

-cycl («;•), (/%).
Differentiating both sides of (4. 9) and taking the skew-symmetric parts with (017-) and
(/35)," and considering (3. 9), (.4. 5) after some calculations we have
A,^-^^ =2F-^A,\^.g^,,, l'"r+ l^n-2ylFg,,,,,^gx'"""^

-cycl («,-), (^).
Because of (.4.5) and gis,ae gk1'-a!s =2Si', the above equations become

(6.5) A,\^-A,\^=2F-\A,\^g^,^-2A^A^
-cycl («;•), (/9o).
Putting (6. 5) in the first term of right-hand side of (6. 4) we have finally
(6. 6) Ar[|n;,qjyS—^ti'y6:;aif3::=^p^i'TnlP/4Tpy8+^li[(il|p; KWa-iy&i ^i|[p[g^ni] py8

-cycl («;-), (/?«).
We shall obtain the form of curvature tensor Sj\-i by same way as in Riemiannian
space ; from (5./) we have
<2 T ^i f.+p Y _. -^ V Hfp __ -^ T 7~1*.\ /VIA _ y ^i r'tA ;vi»
•.i|u;fi==C)a;pA;—'dp^ TdAp—dgAp^ '5"'a—d@A,,^2 ^"n)rl*—A;.Af^dp7 y'ai
'f.\ ^ ivti. _ f\p Y _ f^p Y _ Y r\\ )vit

•l.,\ft-1 v a"pt' ~ •t ipAplu;—-' a; pA;lp—yI-i|(«.Af;.-1 v O1' 5

considering (5./2), (5. ,0), (6.,) and the relations -2lw.lw =lats /'•'', after many
calculations we have
v _ v ?? P _v ?? •>. ;w -t- ^ r'tA. P*'' ;"f/p'r

-tW~^l.lft:a=-~^lpl'-t ap~^h\ti-l'-v asp'' ' 1X r P-' p (»r l ^l.-nh.\it

V IV p. /9F ly^l
.W(2F-^
3,1^1^ -cycl («/?),
-g^Tp
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where : R,^=3,Ff»+ Ff^,+ Ff^F^ -cycl («/3),
from (5./4) after some calculations the last term { } vanishes, so we have finally
\' v p y t? A r/v°' I ) Aiai:0—Ai:p(t=—Aprt;'-n;p—Ai.,^A,;'(,;g(".

This result is a generalization of the Ricci identity in the Riemannian geometry.
Before introducing the next theories we must show

Theorem C6. IX Let X ^x,p~) be a function being homogeneous degree zero in p, then
there are relations

dx = (a,z -^z.p.rspT«,,)^-a + ^DI"T.
Proof : From (4.5) and (5.//) we have
dX=Q,.Xdxa +l,X;^lp"r = Wha +-^X,^W7=. w-^-x^rr^dv"
ly

+J>Xp.?T. Q.E.D.

2

If X' is a contravariant vector of degree zero in p, from (^. /) we have

(6.8) (DA-o,DOJA=2 (^ga—^r^.^r^+r^r^ )ra^u
• + z^r^.p. - ^A,^ + ^A,^..^ '\ - A^r-^ + A^^^dx,VD.f7
-dx^D^) + X!i\^A,\^,,+A^^A^,,-cycl ^,a), ^b-)}D^TDJ'1-

+A^X^WT-d,D,r'),
where D , -D, represent absolute derivations corresponding to two different increments d ,
dz respectively, on the other hand, for the ?PT from (4. /5) after some calculations we
have
?T_^/ D 7PT—/t!i/^ r'*CP _ 1 r'tCp /1* i; ^/it'|rt_ fi.ip r-'*ii'iT]

•••l'-'\l'' —U.^L',1. —f^U^,l ;fc|,,] —-^1 k [,(.,. 1;^ 0 M^"' ' —2»-'.bi'1 6' ' "w

.dvMx,' + (ri.cp,. „/ i-'T] + r;.",^ + ry,^.)(D,il-"dv,' - D,I "dx,')
Putting (6. 9) in the last term of right-hand side of (6. 8) we have finally
(6.70) 2D^DnA/-v=(7?/,,,,+2^^/?,p,<l'T)A/'^,^''+P^^Y'x(d.v,v/)J'-T
- dvMr) + S^,, XIW11TD./";
where : 5/,,,,,,,=- A^A^,,,,+ A^^g^.l^-cycl (,w<), (r6),
p \ =1 /•'.(A j_ ;( ,\ r.t." ;A-(; _ A A
/JL VpT — ^J- 11 V?p7 I -Z-</A (f?-*- A- V.pT" ^-^/X pT|V

(September, ,953)
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